[Detector Based Determination of Water Absorbed Dose According to DIN 6800 Teil 1: Suggestion for an Extension of the Fundamental Formalism].
For any detector to be used for the determination of absorbed dose at the point of measurement in water a basic equation is required to convert the reading of the detector into absorbed dose in water. The German DIN 6800 part 1 provides a general formalism for that. A further differentiated formalism applicable to photon dosimetry is suggested in this work. This modified formalism presents the two following still general and at the same time fundamental properties of any dosimetry detector: a) a clear distinction of correction factors with respect to the physical processes involved during the measurement, and b) the fact that the process of energy absorption in the detector is determined by the spectral distribution of the fluence of the secondary charged particles. It is concluded that based on the modified formalism and knowing this spectral distribution within the detector a general method is available with benefits for ionization chambers as well as for any other dosimetry detector and which is applicable at reference as well as non-reference conditions without any preconditions.